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an average of 2900 bce, australia and papua new guinea have modern human populations with evidence of settled agriculture, butchering and body-painting. sushi rice cultivation began in china around the late yangshao period (about 5000–4000 bce). the first wave of human migration was the ppnb spread into remote oceania, c. 30,000 years ago, during which
sea levels rose sharply and an early cultural phase in the pre-pottery neolithic (ppnb, c. 40,000 years ago – ~20,000 bce) took place in remote oceania. it was a time of dramatic culture change and innovation, possibly prompted by climatic and environmental changes. the discovery of firearms in australia suggests that they were independent inventors of

sophisticated materials, including glass, bronze and stone. by 25,000 years ago there was a linguistic shift from the proto-oceanic speech communities to proto-malayo-polynesian languages. the first trip to the tuvalu islands was made by the british naval officer and explorer dr. john lort stokes in 1894 ce after an earlier survey made by the british naval surgeon
captain john maclear in 1878 ce. stokes and three sailors made landfall on funafuti island and were the first europeans to visit the group. the most recent visit was in october 2012 ce by the ocean county board of chosen freeholders of ocean county, new jersey. the improvement of access to household connected appliances is a key mechanism of adoption of

renewable energy in countries like tuvalu. in addition, digital platform technologies to sell these products, coupled with appropriate marketing/communication programmes, can reach more households, and provide the appropriate support. to achieve this, it is essential to enhance the existing electricity infrastructure to allow for advanced communication networks
and power transmission networks and to deploy new appliances at the lowest energy requirements. microgrids are also considered but this option does not provide the required level of resilience or reliability to achieve the desired outcomes in tuvalu.
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the island link topology is considered to allow for communication between islands, or between the island-to-island communications and the
island-to-grid communications. even though radio frequencies can be used for island-to-island communications, the lack of radio spectrum

would make it difficult to have frequencies allocated for radio communications. hence, to allow for communication between islands, a single
frequency could be used for radio communication between the islands. fiji, samoa, and tonga was colonised by the british empire and other
european countries after wwii. with the exception of new zealand and australia, the other atolls are small to moderate size atolls, where the

population is about the same size as rural people in australia. however, the population density in the atolls of tuvalu vary with vaitupu having
the highest population density of 895 people per square kilometre and funafuti has a population density of 556 people per square kilometre.
to accommodate visitors to their shores, the palau international airport is located on the atoll of bartolome, where the airport is at more than
3,500 feet above sea level. the airport is serviced by air niugini, air pacific, jetstar pacific and virgin australia. pilgrims island is located just off
the atoll of vatuvu and is a populated island with a population of about 2,000 people. tuvalu has a population of approximately 11,000 people.

the atolls of tuvalu have a combined land area of 77,386 hectares with a total length of 340 km. linguistic evidence indicates that the
austronesian language family originated in the south-east asia area and spread westward as the seaborne austronesian voyagers settled

south-east asia, taiwan, and the islands of the pacific. the languages of austronesian is a huge language family that has been estimated at
more than 1000 languages. the australian languages belong to the branch of this family known as the oceanic languages. there are at least
50 languages of oceanic origin including tongan, samoan, niue, hawaiian, tuvaluan and new zealand maori. other languages of austronesian
origin include malay, malagasy, philippine, cambodian, javanese, papuan, malaysian, sinhalese, singhalese, and many others. the berande
languages of new guinea, which includes and papuan and western new guinea languages are also part of austronesian. austronesian words

make up 22% of all the world's languages including polynesian languages, melanesian languages, and indonesian languages and are spoken
in asia, the pacific, and the indian ocean. 5ec8ef588b
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